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We describe the FlowCutter submission to the PACE 2020 heuristic tree-depth challenge. The
task of the challenge consists of computing an elimination tree of small height for a given graph.
At its core our submission uses a nested dissection approach, with FlowCutter as graph bisection
algorithm.
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1 Introduction
Using the original FlowCutter code base, we implemented a program to compute elimination
trees of small height. We submitted it to the PACE 2020 heuristic tree-depth implementation
challenge. In this paper, we describe our submission.
The objective of the challenge is to implement an algorithm that, given an undirected
graph, computes an elimination tree of small height within a fixed amount of time. The
height of the computed tree is used to score the competing implementations. Our source
code is available at [13, 14]. The core of our program is very similar to the FlowCutter
submissions to the PACE 2016 and 2017 heuristic tree decomposition [8, 12].
The FlowCutter algorithm was introduced in [6, 7]. Our submission is based on the
original code. Two other independent PACE 2020 competitors make use of reimplementations
of the FlowCutter algorithm. These are ExTREEm [16] and Sallow [17]. ExTREEm won
the first place and Sallow the third. We won the second place. The FlowCutter algorithm is
thus used in all top three submissions.
FlowCutter is a balanced graph bisection algorithm. The base version computes balanced
edge cuts. There exists an extension that computes node separators. For a detailed description
of FlowCutter, we refer to [6, 7]. The idea of FlowCutter is to compute a maximum flow
and then to derive a minimum cut from it. If the derived cut is balanced, we are finished.
Otherwise, additional source or target nodes are added and the flow intensity is increased.
The minimum cut derived from the new flow has a better balance due to the additional
source and target nodes. This is repeated until the desired balance is reached.
FlowCutter does not only compute a single cut. It computes a sequence of cuts that
optimize balance and cut size in the Pareto-sense. Using this sequence, solutions to more
complex problems can be found. For example, the cut expansion can be maximized. The
expansion of a cut is its size divided by the number nodes on the smaller side.
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FlowCutter has been developed to analyze road networks with the goal of accelerating
shortest path queries. FlowCutter is used to compute an elimination tree, which is used as
input to an algorithm called Customizable Contraction Hierarchy (CCH) [1, 2, 15], which
can quickly compute shortest paths. In the CCH context, elimination orders are called
contraction orders.
2 Pace 2020 Submission
The core of our submission is a combination of nested dissection [4] and FlowCutter. We
use it to compute an elimination order, from which we derive an elimination tree. Nested
dissection is a recursive scheme to compute an elimination order. First, a node separator is
computed. This separator splits the graph into parts. Next, elimination orders are recursively
computed for every part. The final elimination order is the concatenation of the parts’
elimination orders followed by the nodes of the separator. The base case for our recursion
are clique and tree graphs. For cliques, any order is optimal and thus the problem is trivial.
For tree graphs, we use the optimal algorithm of [11]. If the graph is not a tree nor a clique,
we compute a separator with a large expansion and a bounded imbalance using FlowCutter.
FlowCutter usually finds good separators regardless of the graph structure. However, it
has a running time proportional to the product of the number of edges and the size of the
separator. If there are small separators that FlowCutter can find, then FlowCutter has a
nearly linear running time. Unfortunately, if the separator sizes found by FlowCutter are
linear in the input graph size, then FlowCutter has quadratic running time. As a result, the
time limit is reached before FlowCutter finishes.
To mitigate these problems, we implemented two additional approaches. One is based
on a scheme inspired by the minimum degree heuristic [9, 5] and the Contraction Hierarchy
node ordering heuristic [3]. The details are described in Section 3.
The other is very loosely based on label propagation [10], which tends to work well on
graphs with large separators. It computes edge cuts. From these, we derive nodes separators
by picking the nodes incident to the cut on one side. Together with nested dissection, an
elimination order can be computed with this scheme. The edge cut algorithm is described in
Section 4. We only use it, when we suspect that the graph has large separators.
In multiple steps, we try finding solutions using various approaches. First, we run the
minimum degree heuristic variant to assure that we find some solution. If the achieved depth
is above a threshold, we run the label propagation approach. Next, we run the edge cut
variant of FlowCutter from which we derive node separators and apply nested dissection.
The rational is that the edge cut FlowCutter variant is faster than the node variant.
Finally, we run the node separator variant of FlowCutter combined with nested dissection.
This step is repeated until the timeout is reached. In every step, the random seed and tuning
parameters are changed. For details about the tuning parameters, we refer to the code. We
abort a nested dissection if the resulting tree would be higher than the best known tree.
3 Minimum Degree Heuristic
Most minimum degree heuristics use a node rating function r(x). All nodes placed into a
minimum priority queue ordered by r(x). Nodes are then iteratively removed from the queue.
After removing a node x, it is eliminated from the graph, i.e., edges among x’s neighbors
are inserted. Afterwards, the rating value r(y) of all neighbors y of x must be recomputed.
We update the positions of the neighbors y in the queue. This is repeated until the queue is
empty. The order in which the nodes are removed from the queue is the computed elimination
order. Usually, the rating function estimates something related to the height of a node.
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Figure 1 Example of Local Optimum. Initially, red nodes are left and blue and gray nodes are
right. Grey nodes are moved by move-to-left round.
Our rating function is r(x) = d(x) + 8 · `(x). It has two terms d(x) and `(x). d(x) is
the degree of x in the graph after eliminating all nodes removed from the queue. `(x) is an
estimation of the height of x that is induced by the eliminated nodes. Initially, `(x) is zero.
When a node x is eliminated, we set `(y) to max{`(y), `(x) + 1} for all neighbors y of x.
Inserting edges between all neighbors of a node x is slow if x has a high degree. We
therefore abort the queue-based algorithm if all remaining nodes have a degree ≥ 150. If this
happens, we sort the remaining nodes x by r(x) and place them into the elimination order.
4 Label Propagation
We implement a graph bisection algorithm that is loosely based on label propagation. First,
we describe the high-level label propagation scheme. Next, we explain the details of our
algorithm. Finally, we discuss why this setup works on certain graphs.
Label propagation algorithms start with a simple and fast method to find an initial cut.
This initial cut can be very large. It is then refined in many rounds. In every round, we
iterate over all nodes x incident to the cut in random order. Using local information, we
determine whether x should change sides. Rounds are executed until almost convergence is
reached, i.e., the number of nodes changing side is small.
We refer to the sides as left and right. The imbalance of a cut is the size of the larger side
divided by the node count. We aim to find a cut with few edges and at most an imbalance
of 2/3. First, we pick two random seed nodes. From these, two simultaneous breath first
searches are run. A node x is on the side whose search first reaches x.
We use three types of rounds named decrease-cut-size, decrease-imbalance, and move-to-
left. We repeat all rounds until near convergence. The rounds only differ with respect to when
a node moves between sides. In a decrease-cut-size round, a node moves if moving it decreases
the cut size and the imbalance is at most 2/3. The objective is to only perform moves that
immediately improve the cut size. In a decrease-imbalance round, a node additionally moves,
if moving decreases the imbalance without increases the cut size. Finally, in a move-to-left
round, a node moves to the left side, if the cut size remains the same and the imbalance is at
most 2/3. In this round, no node moves to the right. We start by performing decrease-cut-
size rounds, then do decrease-imbalance rounds, and finally do move-to-left rounds. This is
repeated for a fixed number times. We finish with a decrease-imbalance round.
The decrease-cut-size and improve-balance rounds try to greedily improve our optimization
criteria. However, they can run into local optima. One such situation is depicted by Figure 1.
Initially, the red nodes form the left side and the gray and blue nodes the right side. The
cut goes through path subgraphs. No single move improves balance or decreases cut size.
However, a lot of nodes exist that can be moved without causing harm. Moving them
randomly will move nodes aimlessly between left and right. If the paths are long enough,
no progress is made with sufficient probability. To make progress, we need to tie-break
these moves. We do this by moving as many nodes as possible to the left while maintaining
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a 2/3-balance. This has a high chance of moving the grey nodes. In the next decrease-cut-size
rounds, the cut size shrinks. The next improve-balance rounds find the symmetric structure
on the top of the figure example. This concludes the description of our label propagation
graph bisection algorithm.
5 Conclusion
We described our FlowCutter submission to the PACE 2020 tree-depth challenge. It is
based on the original FlowCutter code. Two other independent competitors make use of
reimplementations of the FlowCutter algorithm. These are Sallow and ExTREEm. Together
these three submissions managed to win first, second, and third place. This shows that
FlowCutter is a powerful tool to compute eliminations trees.
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